A highly efficient method for the site-specific integration of transfected plasmids into the genome of mammalian cells using purified retroviral integrase.
Using purified bovine leukemia virus (BLV) integrase with liposome, we developed a highly efficient method for the site-specific integration of plasmid vectors into the genome of cultured mammalian cells. The presence of the BLV integrase recognition sequence (IRS) in both the host genome and the plasmid vector to be transfected was required for this integration. The integration occurred within the IRS pre-introduced into the host genome and resulted in a complete or partial deletion of the sequence and an adjacent drug-resistant gene. This site-specific integration was not observed upon transfection without the integrase or with vectors harboring no IRS. This novel method may be useful for manipulating a mammalian genome or for targeting a retroviral genome integrated into a virus-infected cell by using the virus-specific integrase and LTR sequence.